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FOOD

• Delicious

• Easy

• Quick

• Accessible

HEALTH

• Nutri8ous/Balanced

• Low‐Fat/Low‐Cal

• Heart‐Healthy

• Safe

ORIGINS

• Seasonal

• Natural

• Organic/Environmental

• Local

EatingWell Brand Position
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HEALTH

LIFESTYLE

FITNESS FOOD

X  HEALTH

X  PREVENTION
WOMAN’S HEALTH   X

X  SELF

X  SHAPE

X  YOGA JOURNAL

X  MARTHA STEWART LIVINGBODY & SOUL   X

VEGETARIAN TIMES   X

SAVEUR   X

EatingWell   X

GOURMET   X

BON APPETIT   X

X  EVERYDAY FOOD

FOOD & WINE   X

COOKING LIGHT   X

X  WEIGHT WATCHERS

Positioning: Where Good Taste Meets Good Health
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Whole Grain Feature Stories

1 to 2 whole grain
food feature stories a
year.

Always looking for
different ways to
cover whole grains in
food features.

Here - how to make
wheat berries a staple
in your cooking.
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Whole Grain Feature Stories

How to get more
whole grains into your
diet: BREAKFAST
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Whole Grain Feature Stories

Round-up of diverse
whole grains including
millet, quinoa, farro
and bulgur.

How they’re grown,
and new and/or
innovative farming
practices.
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Whole Grain Feature Stories

All about rice with
farm profile story.
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Custom Publications

Eat Healthy Your
Way,  In-store
publication of 273
military commissaries
worldwide.
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Custom Publishing

Recipe cards for
supermarket chains
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EatingWell Blogs

EatingWell writes 5
blogs a week for our
website as well as
partners including The
Huffington Post and
Yahoo!.

Many like this
breakfast blog about
the benefits of
oatmeal feature whole
grains.
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Whole grains are everywhere!

In this upcoming “4
Ways” department
we’re featuring
canned tuna.

But what else gets a
lot of play? Whole
grains. They are in 3
of the 4 recipes.
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EatingWell Cookbooks

Produce 1 to 2
cookbooks a year.

Always include whole
grain-centric recipes.

Plus tips and advice
about why and how to
use whole grains in
cooking.
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Shopping Tips in recipes

Try to help people find
whole-grain products
they might not be
familiar with.
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Baking

Try for 100% whole
grain.

Often use blends of
flours (here oat flour
and whole-wheat
pastry.)

Often use 50/50 blend
of all-purpose and
whole-grain flour for
best texture and
flavor.
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Serving suggestions

When a side
suggestion is a grain,
generally it’s whole.
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Food styling for recipe photos

From whole-wheat
egg noodles to whole-
wheat buns, whole-
grains are on the plate
to round out our
meals.
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Refined grains are the exception

Occasionally we opt
for refined grains:

Regular panko for
flavor with these
asparagus spears

Arborio rice for texture
and tradition in risotto

A white bun for a
classic look in the
pulled pork photo
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